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A discretionary policymaker can create surprise inflation, which may
reduce unemployment and raise government revenue. But when
people understand the policymaker’s objectives, these surprises can
not occur systematically. In equilibrium people form expectations
rationally and the policymaker optimizes in each period, subject to
the way that people form expectations. Then, we find that (1) the
rates of monetary growth and inflation are excessive; (2) these rates
depend on the slope of the Phillips curve, the natural unemploy
ment rate, and other variables that affect the benefits and costs from
inflation; (3) the monetary authority behaves countercyclical^; and
(4) unemployment is independent of monetary policy. Outcomes
improve if rules commit future policy choices in the appropriate
manner. The value of these commitments— which amount to long
term contracts between the government and the private sector—
underlies the argument for rules over discretion.

The primary purpose of this paper is to develop a positive theory of
monetary policy and inflation. On the one hand, the theory turns out
to accord with two perceptions about the world in recent years:
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1. Average rates of inflation and monetary growth are excessive
relative to an efficiency criterion.
2. There is a tendency to pursue activist, countercyclical monetary
policies.
Yet the model exhibits three other properties:
3. The unemployment rate—our proxy for real economic activ
ity— is invariant with monetary policy (neglecting the familiar
deadweight-loss aspect of inflation).
4. The policymaker and the public all act rationally, subject to their
environments.
5. The policymaker’s objectives reflect the public’s preferences.1
Natural rate models with rational expectations— such as Sargent
and Wallace (1975)— suggest that the systematic parts of monetary
policy are irrelevant for real economic activity. Some empirical evi
dence on the real effects of monetary disturbances in the post—World
War II United States (e.g., Barro 1977, 1981) is consistent with this
result— in particular, there is some support for the proposition that
anticipated monetary changes are neutral with respect to output, un
employment, and so on. On the other hand, these empirical studies
and others indicated the presence of countercyclical monetary policy
at least for the post—World War II United States— rises in the unem
ployment rate appear to generate subsequent expansions in monetary
growth. Within the natural rate framework, it is difficult to reconcile
this countercyclical monetary behavior with rationality of the policy
maker.2 A principal object of our analysis is to achieve this reconcilia
tion.
The natural rate models that have appeared in the macroeconomics
literature of the last decade share the characteristic that policy choice
is over a class of prespecified monetary rules. With the policy rule
predetermined, there is no scope for ongoing policymaking; discre
tionary policy choice is excluded a priori. If private agents can deduce
the characteristics of the monetary process once it is implemented, it
defines their expectations. Thus, the policy decision is made subject to
the constraint that agents’ expectations of future monetary policy will
1 The model that we consider is sufficiently simple to allow for unanimity about
desirable governmental actions.
2 Many people respond with a willingness to view public policy as irrational. Despite
the obvious attractions of this viewpoint, it does leave us without a theory of systematic
governmental behavior. An earlier attempted reconciliation with rationality (Barro
1977, p. 104) relied on public finance considerations associated with cyclical changes in
the revenue obtained from printing money. This avenue appears to be quantitatively
insufficient to explain the facts about countercyclical monetary response. However, the
revenue motive for money creation is important in some extreme cases. See, e.g.,
Hercowitz (1981) for an analysis of monetary behavior and government spending
during the German hyperinflation.
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equal the realization. This framework allows the analysis to be re
duced to a pair of single-agent decision problems, which can be con
sidered independently. But, this approach cannot deal with the gametheoretic situation that arises when policy decisions are made on an
ongoing basis.
In our framework an equilibrium will include the following
features:
a) a decision rule for private agents, which determines their actions
as a function of their current information,
b) an expectations function, which determines the expectations of
private agents as a function of their current information, and
c) a policy rule, which specifies the behavior of policy instruments
as a function of the policymaker’s current information set.
The outcome is said to be a rational expectations equilibrium if, first,
the decision rule specified in a is optimal for agents given their expec
tations as calculated under b ; and second, it is optimal for the policy
maker, whose actions are described by c, to perform in accordance
with agents’ expectations b , given that the policymaker recognizes the
form of the private decision rules under a. Faced by a maximizing
policymaker, it would be unreasonable for agents to maintain expec
tations from which they know it will be in the policymaker’s interest to
deviate.
If policy is precommitted, the only reasonable expectations that
agents can hold are those defined by the rule. But, if policy is sequen
tially chosen, the equality of policy expectations and realizations is a
characteristic of equilibrium— not a prior constraint. We have to de
termine which expectations agents can reasonably expect to be
realized.
We view the policymaker as attempting to maximize an objective
that reflects “society’s” preferences on inflation and unemployment.
(Additional arguments for the preference function are mentioned
later.) Although the equilibrium involves a path of unemployment
that is invariant with policy, the rational policymaker adopts an activ
ist rule. The extent of countercyclical response depends, among other
things, on society’s relative dislikes for inflation and unemployment.
There is an apparent contradiction because the policymaker pursues
an activist policy that ends up having no desirable effects— in fact,
unemployment is unaltered but inflation ends up being excessive.
This outcome reflects the assumed inability of the policymaker— that
is, of the institutional apparatus that is set up to manage monetary
affairs— to commit its course of future actions. This feature has been
stressed in an important paper by Kydland and Prescott (1977). If
commitment were feasible through legal arrangements or other pro
cedures, the countercyclical aspect of monetary policy would disap
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pear (and, abstracting from costs of erecting and maintaining institu
tions, everyone would be better off). When this type of advance
restriction is precluded, so that the policymaker sets instruments at
each date subject only to the initial conditions prevailing for that date
(which do not include restraints on policy choices), the equilibrium
may involve an activist form of policy. This solution conforms to
optimal behavior of private agents subject to a rationally anticipated
policy rule. It corresponds also to optimality for the policymaker each
period, subject to agents’ decision rules. Although an equilibrium
obtains, the results are suboptimal, relative to outcomes where com
mitment is permitted. Given an environment where this type of policy
commitment is absent— as appears to characterize the United States
and other countries in recent years— the results constitute a positive
theory of monetary growth and inflation.
We illustrate the results with a simple model, which comes from an
example in Kydland and Prescott (1977, pp. 477-80). We augment
their example along the lines detailed in Gordon (1980) to include a
theory of expectations formation. People form their expectations by
effectively solving the problem that the optimizing policymaker will
face. The policymaker’s problem is then conditioned on the expecta
tions function of private agents. Ultimately, there are no systematic
differences between expected and realized inflation. But this prop
erty emerges as part of the equilibrium rather than as a constraint on
the policy problem.

I. The Model of Unemployment and Inflation
The unemployment rate Ut, which is a convenient proxy for the
overall state of real activity, equals a “natural rate,” Un
t , plus a term
that depends negatively on contemporaneous unexpected inflation,
Ut = Un
t - a(TTt - TTt),

a > 0.

(1)

For convenience, we treat the “Phillips curve slope” parameter, a, as a
constant.3 Given the relevant inflationary expectations, iret, equation
(1) is assumed to reflect the maximizing behavior of private agents on
decentralized markets. The formulation of Tiet is detailed below. Equa
3 The prior expectation of inflation for period t could be distinguished from the
expectation that is conditioned on partial information about current prices. This dis
tinction arises in models (e.g., Lucas 1972, 1973; Barro 1976) in which people
operate in localized markets with incomplete information about contemporaneous
nominal aggregates. In this setting the Phillips curve slope coefficient, a, turns out
to depend on the relative variances for general and market-specific shocks.
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tion (1) could be reformulated without changing the main conclusions
by expressing Ut as a reduced-form function of monetary shocks.
The natural unemployment rate can shift over time due to autono
mous real shocks, et. A single real disturbance is allowed to have a
persisting influence on unemployment, output, etc. This behavior is
modeled as
U? = XU]l- l + (1 - \ )T r + e„

0 ^ X ^ 1,

(2)

where et is independently, identically distributed with zero mean. If 0
< X < 1 applies, then the realization for the shock et affects future
natural unemployment rates in the same direction. However, the ef
fect dissipates gradually over time— equation (2) implies that the
long-run mean of the natural unemployment rate is Un, a constant.
For convenience, we assume that Ut in equation (1) depends only on
contemporaneous unexpected inflation, tt, — iret, and not on lagged
values. These additional terms could be introduced without changing
the main results (see below). Thus, the main thrust of our analysis is
compatible with either monetary or real theories of business cycles.
The policymaker’s (and society’s) objective for each period is sum
marized by a cost, Zh which depends on that period’s values for the
unemployment rate and inflation. We assume a simple quadratic
form,
Zt = a(Ut - kU?)2 + b(irtf ;

a, b > 0, 0 ^ k ^ 1.

(3)

We do not consider any divergence across individuals in their assess
ments of relative costs for unemployment and inflation.
The first term in equation (3) indicates that costs rise with the
departure of the unemployment rate from a target value, kU)\ which
depends positively on the contemporaneous natural rate. In the ab
sence of external effects, k = 1 would correspond to an efficiency
criterion— that is, departures of Ut from Un
t in either direction would
be penalized. In the presence of unemployment compensation, in
come taxation, and the like, the natural unemployment rate will tend
to exceed the efficient level— that is, privately chosen quantities of
marketable output and employment will tend to be too low. The
inequality k < 1 captures this possibility.4 Not surprisingly, we shall
need some existing distortion in the economy— that is, k < 1— in
order to generate activist policy in our model. This result conforms
with those stressed by Calvo (1978a).
Governmental decisions on taxes and transfers will generally in4 The target unemployment rate is Uf = kUnt < Unt. The formulation implies also
that d U f/d U rt‘ < 1. The last condition, which we use for some conclusions, is more
difficult to justify.
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fluence the value of k. However, given that some government expen
ditures are to be carried out, it will generally be infeasible to select a
fiscal policy that avoids all distortions and yields k — 1. We assume
that the government’s optimization on the fiscal side—which we do
not analyze explicitly— results in a value of k that satisfies 0 < k < 1.
The choice of monetary policy is then carried out conditional on this
value of k.
Equation (3) regards departures of from zero as generating costs.
Economists have not come up with convincing arguments to explain
why inflation is very costly. However, direct costs of changing prices
would fit most easily into our model. More generally, the form of the
cost function could be changed to include a term in (tt, — tQ2, where
tt7might involve the optimal rate of taxation on cash balances. A later
section expands the analysis to consider the revenue from money
creation.
We assume that the policymaker controls an instrument— say,
monetary growth, \Lt— which has a direct connection to inflation,
in
each period. This specification neglects any dynamic relation between
inflation and monetary growth or a correlation between (tt( — |jl,) and
the real disturbances, e*, e,_ i, . . . . In effect, we pretend that the
policymaker chooses tt( directly in each period. We discuss later what
happens when we allow a separation between inflation and monetary
growth.
The choice of irt at each date is designed to minimize the expected
present value of costs, as calculated at some starting date zero. That is,
the objective is to minimize
E

y

z<

,4l 0 + r)1

(4)

where 70 represents the initial state of information and r is a constant,
exogenous real discount rate. It should be stressed that the policy
maker’s objective conforms with society’s preferences.
The determination of inflation and unemployment can be charac
terized as a game between the policymaker and a large number of
private-sector agents. The structure of this game is as follows. The
policymaker enters period t with the information set, I t-\. The in
flation rate, irt9 is set based on V j in order to be consistent with the
cost-minimization objective that we set out in expression (4). Simulta
neously, each individual formulates expectations, tt^, for the policy
maker’s choice of inflation for period t. These expectations are based
on the same information set, /,_ 1? as that available to the policymaker.
Most important, in forming inflationary expectations, people incor
porate the knowledge that iTt will emerge from the policymaker’s costminimization problem that we specify in equation (4). Finally, the
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choices for tt, and ixet, together with the random disturbance, e„ deter
mine Ut and the cost, Z,, in accordance with equations (1)—(3).
The Expectations Mechanism

In order to determine tt,, agents must consider the policymaker’s
optimization problem, which determines the choice of tt,. Suppose for
the moment that the policymaker, when selecting tt,, treats it* and all
future values of inflationary expectations, ttf+l-, as given. Variations in
ttt affect unemployment through the usual Phillips curve mechanism
in equation (1). As the model is set out, this effect would not carry
forward to direct effects on future unemployment rates, although this
channel of persistence could be incorporated. We assume that the
current choice of inflation, it*, also implies no direct constraints on
future choices, ttt+ i. Therefore, with current and future inflationary
expectations held fixed, the determination of tt, involves only a oneperiod trade-off between higher inflation and lower unemployment
in accordance with the cost function of equation (3).
In the present framework the determination of n et is divorced from
the particular realization of tt,. At the start of period t, agents form n et
by forecasting the policymaker’s “best” action, contingent on the in
formation set, I t-\ - The expectation, tt*, is not conditioned on irt itself.
Therefore, the policymaker faces a choice problem in which ixet is
fixed while tt, is selected. Further, in formulating tt^, the private
agents understand that the policymaker is in this position.
The connection between tt, and future inflationary expectations,
ttet+i, is less clear. As noted before, the present model allows for no
direct connection between it, (even with it* held fixed) and future
“objective” characteristics of the economy. There is also no scope for
learning over time about the economy’s structure; in particular, tt,
supplies no additional information about the objective or technology
of the policymaker. Accordingly, we are inclined to search for an
equilibrium in which ttf+j does not depend on “extraneous” past vari
ables, such as tt,. However, the severing of a link between it, and iret+i
eliminates some possibly interesting equilibria in which the govern
ment can invest in its reputation— that is, in “credibility.” The nature
of these solutions is discussed later. For present purposes we examine
situations in which future expectations, t t are invariant with tt,.
Given that future values of U and rre are independent of it,, there is
no channel for tt, to affect future costs, Z, +*. Therefore, the objective
posed in expression (4) reduces to the one-period problem of select
ing tt, in order to minimize E t- \Zt.
In a solution to the model the public will view the policymaker as
setting tt, in accordance with the information set, /,_ 1? which is avail
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able at the start of period t. Suppose that people perceive this process
as described by the reaction function, he(It- 1 ).5 Therefore, infla
tionary expectations— formed on the basis of I t-\ — are given by6
<

=

h e( I t -

1 ).

(5 )

A solution to the model involves finding a function he(*), such that
setting TTt = he(It-\) is a solution to the policymaker’s cost-minimi
zation problem, given that Ttet = he(It-\). Expecting inflation as
specified by he(*) must not contradict the policymaker’s minimization
of expected costs, as set out in equation (3). The previous discussion
suggests that lagged values of inflation will not appear as parts of the
solution, he(m). That is, we are looking for an equilibrium where diret/
ditt- i = dhVdiïf-i = 0 applies for all i > 0. We also look for a solution
where the policymaker understands that iret is generated from equa
tion (5).
The unemployment rate is determined from equation (1) after sub
stituting for U]1 from equation (2) and for itet from equation (5) as
Ut = \U ?-i + (1 - X)LT + €, - a[ir, - h\ It. i)].

Costs for period t follow by substituting for Ut and
as

ttJ

in equation (3)

Zt = a{( 1 - A)[XC/?_i + (1 - X)Un + € j

- a[TT, - he(It- i)]}2 +

(6)

(7)

Given that inflationary expectations for period t are tt, = he(It- i),
the policymaker selects
in order to minimize E t- \Zt, where Zt ap
pears in equation (7). The first-order condition, (dld'nt)(Et-\Z^ = 0,
implies that the chosen inflation rate, denoted by ffi, satisfies the
condition
fit = —y -

{-< *[* « -

he(I,-i)]

+ (i - £)[A67-i + a - M en).
The property, E (et\It- i) = 0, has been used here. The second-order
condition for a minimum is satisfied.
Although the policymaker is not constrained to follow the antici
pated rule, he(It_ i ), the public understands the nature of the policy
maker’s optimization problem in each period. In particular, people
understand that the actual choice, ffi, satisfies equation (8). Therefore,
5 In the present setting the policymaker has no incentive to randomize policy
choices— therefore, the reaction function ends up being purely deterministic.
6 Because there are many private agents, they neglect any effect of their methods for
formulating nj on the policymaker’s choice of tt,.
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rationality entails using equation (8) in order to calculate he(It-\) in
equation (5). Consistency requires he(It-\) = ffi. The unexpected in
flation term,
— he(It- i ), then cancels out in equation (8), which
leads to the formula for the expectations function,
<

=

= - y - ( l - k)[kU7-i + (1 - k)Ü*]
an

= - y - ( l - k)Et- XU?.

(9)

Equilibrium Policy

By the construction of the problem, a policymaker who faces the
expectations given in equation (9) will be motivated from the firstorder condition of equation (8) to choose an inflation rate, Ttt, that
coincides with tt^. That is, the equilibrium involves
it, = - ^ - ( 1
b

- k)E l. l Un
t = <■

(10)

Since frt = iiet, Ut = U7} applies also as part of the equilibrium.
Equation (10) provides an equilibrium (Nash equilibrium) in the
following sense. Given the public’s equilibrium perceptions, tt* =
he(f), minimization of E t-\Zt (for a given value of itet) induces the
policymaker to choose frt = h e(*) in each period.7 Expectations are
rational and individuals optimize subject to these expectations (as
summarized in eqq. [1] and [2]).
In order to provide perspective on the present framework, con
sider an alternative manner in which the policymaker’s choice prob
lem could have been formulated. Policy could have been viewed as the
once-and-for-all choice of reaction function, /&(•), so that
= he(m) =
h(*) holds automatically in every period for all choices of h(*). This
perspective applies, for example, to the analysis of macro policy in
Sargent and Wallace (1975). In their setting the choice of the func
tion, hi*), affects not only irt but also
in each period. The indepen
dence of TTet from TTt is broken in the context of a once-and-for-all
selection of policy functions. The condition tt* — i :et = tt, — he(It-\) =
0 is then a constraint on the policy problem, which can be substituted
into equation (7). In particular, with i :et guaranteed to move one-toone with changes in irt, the policymaker must regard unemployment,
Ut — U]1, as invariant with /&(•). Given the simple objective from equa
tion (3), which penalizes departures of tt, from zero, the choice of /&(•)
7 Note that no equilibrium exists if the policymaker gives no direct weight to infla
tion— i.e., if b = 0. More generally, we require that the marginal cost of inflation,
be
positive at a point where tt, = tt?.
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that minimizes EZt for all periods is a variant of the constant growth
rate rule,8
77* = h (It. X) = 0.

(11)

Note that Ut = U)1 obtains again as part of this solution.
Given the public’s perceptions, 77/ = he(It_ i), Ut depends on the
term, 77/ - 77J = 77/ — he(It_ x). People have observed (Taylor 1975;
Friedman 1979) that the policymaker can fool the public and reduce
unemployment (“temporarily”) by setting 77/> 77/ = he(It- 1 ) in period
t. This possibility is ruled out in the case where policy amounts to a
once-and-for-all binding choice of hi*). However, there may be no
mechanism in place to constrain the policymaker to stick to the rule,
h (It- i ) , as time evolves. This consideration leads to the setup for pol
icy choice that we assumed before— namely, for given initial condi
tions in each period, including the expectations mechanism, 77/ =
he(It-\), set 77/ in order to minimize E t-\Zt. The policymaker is not
required to select an inflation rate that equals the given expected
inflation rate. However, people also realize that the policymaker has
the power to fool them at each date. Since the formation of expecta
tions takes this potential for deception into account, a full equilibrium
will ultimately involve 77/ = 77/. The crucial point is that— unlike for a
once-and-for-all choice of policy rules— the policymaker does not re
gard 77/ = 77/ as occurring automatically for all possible choices of 77/.
For this reason the (noncooperative) equilibrium does not correspond
to equation (11).
Compare the equilibrium solution, %t from equation (10), with the
choice, 77/* = 0, which arises from a once-and-for-all selection of pol
icy rules. The equilibrium solution delivers the same unemployment
rate and a higher rate of inflation at each date. Therefore, the equilib
rium cost, Z/, exceeds that, Zf, which would arise under the rule.
(Note that, with Ut the same in both cases, costs end up depending
only on the path of the inflation rate.) Of course, this conclusion
neglects any costs of setting up or operating the different institutional
environments. Notably, the costs of enforcing commitments are ex
cluded. With this cost neglected, the present type of result provides a
normative argument (and positive theory?) for policy rules— that is,
for commitment on future choices of irt. We highlight these aspects of
our results in a later section.
It may be useful to demonstrate directly that 77/ = 0 is not an
equilibrium for the case where the policymaker optimizes subject to
given expectations in each period. Conjecture that 77/ = he(It- i ) = 0
holds. In this case the choice of 77/ > 0 would reduce unemployment
8 If Zt in eq. (3) depended on (tt, -

tFJ2,

Trf =

tt,

would emerge.
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for period t. A trade-off arises between reduced costs of unemploy
ment and increased costs from inflation. The balancing of these costs
determines the chosen inflation rate, as shown in equation (8). Under
the assumed conditions (marginal cost of inflation is zero at tt, = 0
and marginal benefit from reduced unemployment is positive when
Ut = U”), the selected inflation rate will be positive. However, since
people understand this policy choice, the result it, > 0 is inconsistent
with the conjecture that ixet = 0. Zero inflation is not a reasonable
expectation for individuals to hold.
An analogous argument can be used to find the positive rate of
inflation that does provide an equilibrium. If a small positive value for
iret had been conjectured, the policymaker would still have been
motivated to select tt, > tt*, which would be inconsistent with equilib
rium. The equilibrium obtains when n et is sufficiently high, so that tt,
= ite( is the policymaker’s best choice, given this value of tt/ At this
point the policymaker retains the option of choosing it, > tt* (or it, <
iT^j so as to accomplish a trade-off between lower unemployment and
higher inflation (or vice versa). However, the level of tt£ is sufficiently
high so that the marginal cost of inflation just balances the marginal
gain from reducing unemployment.9 The inflation rate that corre
sponds to this equilibrium condition is the one from equation (10).
The rules-type equilibrium, as in equation (11), is often referred to
as the optimal, but time-inconsistent, solution (see, e.g., Kydland and
Prescott 1977, p. 480). The term “time-inconsistent” refers to the
policymaker’s incentives to deviate from the rule when private agents
expect it to be followed. On the other hand, the discretionary equilib
rium, as in equation (10), is often called the suboptimal, but timeconsistent, solution. This terminology is deceptive in that it suggests
that these decision rules represent alternative solutions to the same
problem. Though the objective function and decision rules of private
agents are identical, the problems differ in the opportunity sets of the
policymaker.
In one case, constraints on future policy actions are infeasible, by
assumption. In the other case, rules are enforceable, so that the
policymaker can commit the course of future policy (and thus of
expectations). In the former case the time-inconsistent solution is not
an equilibrium, given the problem faced by the policymaker. In the
latter case, the incentives to deviate from the rule are irrelevant, since
9 Consider the more general case where Zt = Z (U t — kU'tl, tt,) and Ut = U\l —/ ( tt, TTet). The first-order condition entails/' = {dZld'nt)l[dZld(U t — kUt)\. This expression
is evaluated in equilibrium at i : t = i : et and Ut = U rtl . An equilibrium will be found if dZ/
di:t rises sufficiently with tt, (as in the quadratic case considered in the text) or if / '
declines sufficiently with tt,. Given the last condition, it is no longer essential that
inflation involve increasing marginal costs— d2Zld tt? > 0.
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commitments are assumed to be binding. Thus, the time-incon
sistency of the optimal solution is either irrelevant—when commit
ments are feasible— or else this solution does not solve the problem
actually faced by the policymaker.

Properties o f the Discretionary Equilibrium

Assume now that the policymaker cannot make binding commit
ments, so that optimization occurs period by period, as we have been
assuming for most of our analysis. Under this discretionary regime,
the solution for ift in equation (10) constitutes a positive theory of
inflation and monetary growth. The major implications are as follows:
1. The average inflation rate exceeds the value (zero in this model)
that would be optimal if policy rules were feasible. Therefore, an
exogenous shift from a regime that involved some commitment on
nominal values— such as a gold standard or possibly a system with
fixed exchange rates— to one without such restraints would produce a
rise in the average rates of inflation and monetary growth.
2. Within a discretionary regime, the rate of inflation rises if the
policymaker attaches greater benefits to unexpected inflation. One
change that generates this outcome is an increase in the long-run
average of the natural unemployment rate, Un. In fact, the natural
unemployment rate rose significantly in the United States over the
last 10—15 years.
3. The benefits from surprise inflation depend on the gap between
the natural unemployment rate and the target rate. In the model this
gap reflects distortions, such as income taxation, which deter work
effort and production. An increase in these distortions shows up as a
decrease in the parameter k , which leads to a higher rate of inflation.
One source of this change is the growth of government. Thus, more
government is inflationary in the model.
4. An adverse shock to the unemployment rate (i.e., e, > 0) tends to
persist over time. Then, as in the case of an increase in Un, the benefits
from inflation shocks increase. Thus the rational policymaker behaves
countercyclical^, in the sense that inflation and monetary growth
react positively to increases in unemployment. In a larger model it
would be possible to distinguish the countercyclical response of mone
tary growth from that of inflation. However, these two variables are
directly linked in the present model. See the discussion below.
5. The mean rate of inflation and the extent of countercyclical
response rise with a — the Phillips curve slope parameter in equation
(1)— and the relative value of the cost coefficients, a lb , attached to
unemployment versus inflation. In particular, if inflation is not very
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costly— as many economists have argued— then the parameter b is
small and we wind up having a lot of inflation.
Some of the results listed above are the sorts of normative implica
tions for aggregate demand policy that are delivered by Keynesian
models in which policymakers can exploit a systematic (possibly dy
namic) trade-off between inflation and unemployment. However, in
the present model:
6. Unemployment, Ut = U]\ is invariant with the systematic parts
of inflation and monetary growth.10 In this sense policy ends up with
no effect on real economic activity.
Some people have argued that policymakers do not face a “cruel
choice” between inflation and unemployment in a natural rate envi
ronment. This argument is misleading in a context where monetary
institutions do not allow for policy choice to be committed. Although
Ut = Un
t emerges in equilibrium— that is, unemployment is invariant
with policy in this sense— policymakers do optimize in each period
subject to the appropriate givens, which include the formation of
expectations. Given these expectations, the choice of u t does influence
the unemployment rate “right now”— that is, for date t. The social
trade-off between unemployment and inflation, as expressed by the
preference ratio, a l b , is central to the policymaker’s decision.11 No
cruel choice arises, and irt = 0 follows only if the policymaker can
commit future actions. Wuhin the present model, this outcome is
infeasible. Counseling stable prices (or constant and small rates of
monetary growth) in this environment is analogous to advising firms
to produce more output with given inputs. Policymakers in a discre
tionary regime really are finding the optimal policy, subject to the
applicable constraints, when they determine a countercyclical mone
tary reaction with positive average rates of inflation.
II. Extensions to the Model
Monetary Growth as the Policy Instrument

In Barro and Gordon (1981) we developed a simple model to treat
monetary growth, rather than inflation, as the instrument of policy.
We allowed for control errors in the supply of money, as well as
stochastic shifts to velocity.
10 Formally, changes in the parameters a, b , a, or k— which alter E t_ iTt, for all dates t
in eq. (10)— have no significance for the time path of unemployment.
11 We are tempted to say that setting tt, < ft, in eq. (10) would deliver Ut > £/". (As an
analogue, a firm that ends up in equilibrium with an ordinary rate of return would end
up with below normal rates of return if it did not strive to maximize profits at all times.)
However, the choice of tt, < ft, is inconsistent with the prescribed form of the policy
maker’s objective.
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In equilibrium we found that the discretionary policymaker would
set the monetary instrument in order to equate the mean of the infla
tion rate to the value determined in equation (10). However, the
actual inflation rate differs from its mean because of shocks to money
supply and velocity. Therefore, surprises in money or in velocity lead
to unexpected inflation, u t — u et, which affects unemployment
through the mechanism of the Phillips curve in equation (1). So, the
unemployment rate does not always equal the natural rate in this
model. In particular, positive shocks to money or velocity reduce the
unemployment rate.
We found also that some disturbances would generate divergent
reactions of monetary growth and inflation. The differences involve
the behavior of real money demanded, which responds to changes in
output (i.e., in the unemployment rate) and to shifts in the expected
rate of inflation.
Persisting Effects o f Nominal Shocks

We can modify the model to allow the effects of inflation shocks to
persist over time— that is, we can change equation (1) to allow Ut to
depend on current and lagged values of (tt — u e). This extension
complicates the policymaker’s first-order condition in equation (8) to
include effects from a distributed lead of prospective values of unem
ployment and inflation. Ultimately, the equilibrium is altered in that
expected future values of U and tt appear as influences on fh in
equation (10).
Our basic analysis is compatible with either monetary or real distur
bances as the impulses underlying the business cycle. Both of the
shocks mentioned in the previous section (monetary control errors
and velocity shocks) are potential nominal sources of such distur
bances, but systematic monetary policy is not. Without some informa
tional asymmetry, the policymaker is, in equilibrium, incapable of
counteracting the real effects of exogenous disturbances, whatever
their source.
III. Revenue from Money Creation and
Depreciation of Public Debt
An important element in our model is the negative effect of unex
pected inflation on the unemployment rate. Because the policymaker
likes a lower unemployment rate, he attaches a benefit to positive
inflation surprises. In finding the discretionary equilibrium, the cru
cial item is this benefit from unexpected inflation— the underlying
Phillips curve does not matter, per se. In fact, there are other reasons
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for the policymaker to value unexpected inflation. These include the
revenue from money creation and the inverse effect of inflation on
the real value of public debt.
Surprise inflation constitutes an unanticipated capital levy on hold
ings of the government’s nominal liabilities. As with other capital
levies, this form of tax— when not foreseen—can raise revenue at
little deadweight loss. Therefore, from the standpoint of public
finance, the policymaker would attach some benefits to surprise infla
tion. Further, we can identify some variables that influence the extent
of these benefits. These include: (1) the deadweight losses associated
with other methods of taxation; (2) the volume of government expen
diture, since a greater share of output absorbed by the government is
likely to raise the marginal deadweight loss from conventional taxes;
(3) the extent of temporary government spending, as in wartime,
which may have an especially strong effect on the marginal cost of
alternative taxes; (4) the position of the money-demand function (a
higher level makes surprise inflation more rewarding); and (5) the
outstanding real quantity of nominally denominated public debt.
Since people understand the attractions of ex post capital levies,
they will attempt to forecast the policymaker’s incentives to exploit
such situations. Therefore, as in the case of our example about the
Phillips curve, we find that systematic surprises to inflation cannot
arise in equilibrium. In an equilibrium the inflation rate is sufficiently
high so that the marginal cost of inflation balances the marginal
benefit from a hypothetical unit of surprise inflation.12 Whereas be
fore the benefit involved reductions in unemployment, we now have
that the benefit concerns increased governmental revenues. There
fore, any items that people know about in advance and that shift
around the benefits from those revenues will end up raising the equi
librium rate of inflation. So, from our examples mentioned before, we
find that the inflation rate rises with an increase in government
spending, especially during wartime. A higher outstanding quantity
of real public debt also raises the equilibrium inflation rate.
Unlike in our simple model of the Phillips curve, we find that real
izations of unexpected inflation occur when there are unanticipated
changes in the benefits from governmental revenues.13 For example,
when an unpredicted war starts, the policymaker will exercise some of
12 In Calvo’s (19786) model of inflationary finance, the policymaker attaches no cost
to inflation. Therefore, there is no discretionary equilibrium with a finite inflation rate
under rational expectations. The details of the case where inflation is viewed as costly
are worked out in Barro (1983).
13 We would get this type of result in our earlier model if the unemployment rate
depended on unanticipated inflation, tt, —
where the forecast,
is
formed before all data from period t — 1 are available.
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his power to depreciate the real value of money and bonds. From an
ex ante standpoint, this possibility is balanced by the more favorable
returns on money and bonds during peacetime. In particular, the
nominal interest rate paid on government bonds provides a satisfac
tory distribution of real returns, given the dependence of these re
turns on conditions of war or peace, and so forth.
The significance of rules is similar to that in our previous model.
For the case of public debt, the indexation of returns for inflation is a
simple form of rule. Indexation eliminates the government’s power,
ex post, to use inflation to depreciate the real value of its debts. From
our perspective, we predict that the implementation of an indexing
rule lowers the equilibrium growth rates of prices and money. How
ever, this conclusion holds unambiguously only if the costs from infla
tion do not change. If the existence of the government’s indexed
bonds reduces the costs attached to inflation— that is, the è-coefficient
in the cost function from equation (3)— then an opposing force
emerges.
IV. Reputational Equilibria
A different form of equilibrium may emerge in which the policy
maker forgoes short-term gains for the sake of maintaining a long
term “reputation.” Consider again the initial setting where costs de
pend on unemployment and inflation, as in equation (3). The “rules
equilibrium” generates Ut = Uf and u t = 0, while the noncoopera
tive, period-by-period solution yields the inferior outcome, Ut = U?
and u t = fr, > 0.
Another possible form of solution, which has been discussed in the
related game theory literature (e.g., in Friedman 1971), takes the
following form. Private agents anticipate the cooperative result,14 irt
= 0, unless they have seen something else. Once observing a different
value for inflation, agents henceforth expect the noncooperative pol
icy, 7Ti = fr,.15 Confronted by this behavior, the policymaker has two
options: first, tti = fiq can be chosen in period one. In conjunction
with the initial expectation, tt| = 0, the choice of 714 = tt1 generates a
favorable first-period trade-off between low unemployment, U\ < U\,
and high inflation. For the first period the policymaker prefers this
outcome to the rules solution, where U\ = U ” and nq = 0. In subse
quent periods individuals would set u et = ffi. Therefore, the policy
14 The result is not fully cooperative because of the underlying externality, which
makes the natural unemployment rate “too high.”
15 The reaction can be modified so that rr, = fr, applies only for a finite time period.
However, a shorter “punishment interval” makes it more difficult to induce the policy
maker to opt for the cooperative result.
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maker selects irt = ff, as the best possible response, given expecta
tions. In other words the noncooperative equilibrium, Ut = U” and u t
= fit, arises from period 2 onward.
The policymaker’s second option is to set irt = 0 in each period.
Since irf = 0 is sustained under this policy, the cooperative solution,
Ut = U7} and TTt = 0, obtains in all periods. Under this option the
policymaker forgoes the hypothetical short-run gain in order to sus
tain credibility and thereby enjoy the benefits of future cooperative
outcomes.
From the policymaker’s viewpoint, the central new feature is the
linkage between current policy choices and subsequent inflationary
expectations. In particular, the policymaker knows that u et = 0 will
apply only if ttt ~ i — 0 has been set at all previous dates. Whether the
reputational equilibrium will arise depends on the policymaker’s
weighing of the benefits from the two possible modes of behavior. In
particular, it will not arise if the hypothetical one-period benefit from
low unemployment outweighs the present value of the losses from
higher inflation in future periods. A high discount rate makes this
outcome more likely.16
There are many features that can cause the reputational equilib
rium to break down. First, any known finite horizon for the game
rules out these types of equilibria. The cooperative solution is clearly
nonsustainable in the final period— working backward, period by pe
riod, this breakdown can be shown to be transmitted to all earlier
periods.17 However, if the game ends only probabilistically, the repu
tational equilibrium might be sustainable. A higher probability of
termination effectively raises the discount rate that applies to out
comes in future periods. This higher discount rate lowers the benefits
from long-term reputation (low inflation) relative to those from shortrun gains (low unemployment). Accordingly, while a finite expected
horizon for the game does not make the reputational equilibrium
impossible, it does make it more difficult to maintain.
Second, at least the simple form of cooperation is lost if option 1
becomes preferable to option 2 during any period. In the present
example, a run-up in the natural unemployment rate might make the
16 The form of behavior described under the first option cannot arise in equilibrium
in the present model. If this option were attractive for the policymaker, private agents
would anticipate this outcome. In that case tt^ = 0 would not be maintained. The
noncooperative solution, Ut — U* and tt, = ff,, would then arise for all periods,
including the first. However, there will always exist some intermediate values of tt,,
where 0 ^ tr, < tt,, such that a cooperative solution based on tt, would be sustainable.
Assuming an infinite horizon for the problem (see below), a sufficiently high value of tt,
within this interval must make option two preferable to option one. However, the
admissible range for tt, would depend on the realizations for (/" and other variables.
17 Some attempts to avoid this conclusion in analogous contexts have been explored
in, e.g., Radner (1979) and Kreps and Wilson (1980).
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hypothetical short-run benefit from reduced unemployment exceed
the present value of losses from higher future inflation.
Third, in a context of partial information, agents may have
difficulty verifying the underlying monetary policy. Some form of
stochastic decision rule would have to be implemented. Policymakers
would have a corresponding incentive to cheat— such situations
would be characterized by claims that inflation or monetary growth
was not caused by past governmental actions. Similarly, policymakers
would desire to proclaim the end of a previous regime that involved
excessive inflation in order to restore matters to the “first period” in
which ttf — 0 was based on trust rather than on performance.
The essential problem is the lack of an objective link between cur
rent actions, tt*, and future expectations, ttet+i. An enforced rule ties
actual and anticipated values together. In this sense the reputational
equilibrium amounts to a fragile approximation to the rules equilib
rium. Despite the apparent difficulties with sustaining reputational
equilibria, casual observation suggests that reputational forces, un
reinforced by formal rules, can generate satisfactory outcomes in
some areas. Further investigation seems warranted into the factors
that allow reputational equilibria to be sustained.18
V.

Rules versus Discretion Once Again

The presence or absence of precommitment is the most important
distinction between rules and discretion. However, it is useful to con
sider two other points that have arisen in the previous literature.
1. Policy is described by a once-and-for-all choice of reaction func
tion, h ( I t~i), but discretion allows I t-\ to encompass a larger set of
arguments than does a rule. This viewpoint makes rules look like
pointless constraints on the options of the policymaker. From this
perspective, rules are defensible only if the policymaker is incompe
tent or nontrustworthy, in the sense of using an inappropriate objec
tive. However, it may be true that complicated rules cannot be ade
quately monitored and enforced. Then, we may need to consider the
operating characteristics of simple rules, which allow only for limited
contingencies.
2. Ignorance about the workings of the economy favors a simple
rule for policy. While this outcome is possible, the conclusion is not
general. It is readily imaginable that uncertainty about variables or
about model structure would magnify the number of factors to which
feedback was justified.
The important dimension of a rule is its capacity to restrict the
manner in which future policy choices will be made. In many private
18 See Barro and Gordon (1983) for our further work in this area.
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arrangements, as with governmental policies, efficiency requires the
potential for advance commitments— that is, for contractual obliga
tions. Kydland and Prescott (1977) describe numerous areas of public
policy in which formal or implicit prior restraints on future actions
are important, including patents, flood plain projects, and energy
investments. Other areas include repudiation of national debt and
taxation of capital income generally. Actual methods for framing
governmental policies seem to be successful to different degrees in
each case.
In the unemployment-inflation example, the outcome is suboptimal
relative to that generated by a policy rule, if we disregard the costs of
erecting and enforcing the rules. The “optimal” solution, u t = 0 and
Ut = U7t\ is then attainable through a (costlessly operating) mecha
nism that restricts future governmental actions on inflation. Under a
discretionary regime, the policymaker faces an unemploymentinflation trade-off at each date and performs accordingly. The policy
maker does as well for the public as possible within an environment
where commitments— that is, long-term contracts with the public—
are precluded. Rather than rules being less flexible than discretion,
the situation is reversed. Discretion amounts to disallowing a set of
long-term arrangements between the policymaker and the public.
Purely discretionary policies are the subset of rules that involve no
guarantees about the government’s future behavior.19
VI. Monetary Institutions and Policy Choice
The spirit of this paper is to characterize monetary growth and infla
tion as reflections of optimal public policy within a given institutional
setup. Under a discretionary regime, the policymaker performs opti
mally subject to an assumed inability to commit future actions. The
framework assumes rationality in terms of the day-to-day actions that
are carried out repeatedly within the given institutional mode. The
intention here is to model the regular behavior of a monetary author
ity, such as the Federal Reserve. Excessive inflation, apparently unre
warding countercyclical policy response, and reactions of monetary
growth and inflation to other exogenous influences can be viewed as
19 If the desirability of commitments on monetary growth and inflation is accepted,
there are numerous procedures within the present model that can generate outcomes
that are equivalent to those produced by a once-and-for-all choice of rules. Discretion,
e.g., could be maintained, but the parameters of the policymaker’s preferences could be
artificially manipulated in order to generate a noncooperative solution where ft, = 0.
This result follows if the policymaker gives infinite weight to inflation (b = 00), gives
zero weight to unemployment (a = 0), or regards the natural unemployment rate as
optimal (k = 1). In the context of discretionary policy, outcomes may improve if there
is a divergence in preferences between the principal (society) and its agent (the policy
maker).
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products of rational calculation under a regime where long-term
commitments are precluded.
The model stresses the importance of monetary institutions, which
determine the underlying rules of the game. A purely discretionary
environment contrasts with regimes, such as a gold standard or a
paper-money constitution, in which monetary growth and inflation
are determined via choices among alternative rules. The rule of law
or equivalent commitments about future governmental behavior are
important for inflation, just as they are for other areas that are in
fluenced by possibly shifting public policies.
We are less comfortable about specifying fruitful approaches to
framing positive theories of monetary institutions.20 If we had re
tained the optimality criterion that we utilized for analyzing day-today monetary actions, and if we had assumed that the costs of imple
menting and enforcing monetary rules were small, then discretionary
monetary policy would not be observed. Within the natural rate set
ting of our model, a positive theory would predict the selection of a
rule (or its equivalent)— and the establishment of an accompanying
enforcement apparatus— that would guarantee low and relatively sta
ble rates of inflation.
Presumably, the substantial setup costs that are associated with
erecting monetary or other institutions mean that changes in regime
will be observed only infrequently. The relatively small experience
with alternatives suggests— unlike for the case of regular operations
within a given regime— the potential for substantial, persisting errors.
Although we would be uncomfortable attempting to forecast a sys
tematic direction of error in future institutional choices, we might be
willing to label a particular past choice— such as the movement away
from the remnants of the gold standard and fixed exchange rates— as
a mistake.
The distinction between institutional choice and operating deci
sions within a given regime relates also to the economist’s role as a
policy adviser. In our model the economist has no useful day-to-day
advice to offer to the monetary authority.21 If monetary institutions
20 The distinction between choices of institutions and selections of policies within a
given regime parallels Buchanan and Tullock’s (1962) dichotomy between decisions at
the constitutional and operating levels of government. Buchanan (1962) stresses the
importance of the constitutional perspective in designing a satisfactory monetary
policy.
21 Perhaps this observation accounts for the Federal Reserve’s attitude toward the
unsolicited advice economists provide to it. The Federal Reserve appears interested
mostly in “efficient” operation within a given policy regime— specifically, on what to do
right now. Although many economists offer advice of this sort, there is little reason to
believe that these suggestions would improve on the Fed’s period-by-period optimiza
tion. More recently, much of economists’ advice to the Fed has amounted to proposals
for altering the underlying rules of the game. It is likely that the Federal Reserve is
powerless to utilize these types of constitutional suggestions.
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were set optimally, then the economist’s counsel would also not enter
at this level. The most likely general role for policy advice consists of
identifying and designing improvements in present policy institu
tions. In the monetary area the major issue concerns arrangements
that are preferable replacements for the present discretionary setup.
We would like to know which mechanisms— such as commodity stan
dards and legal restrictions on the behavior of paper money—would
effectively (and cheaply) restrict the course of future money and
prices.
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